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MetaFarms Launches SecureReady™
to Prepare Producers for a Disease Outbreak
Burnsville, Minn.– MetaFarms, Inc., the information platform for agriculture, today announced a first-ofits-kind program for swine producers to prepare for a potential Foreign Animal Disease (FAD) outbreak.
SecureReady™ leverages all aspects of the MetaFarms Ag Platform (MAP) to facilitate the population,
updating, and access of records including: Premises Identification Number (PIN), real-time inventory,
movements and bio security assessments.
“With the cancelling of the World Pork Expo and African swine fever (ASF) continuing to spread, we’re
reminded the threat of an outbreak looms ever imminent over our industry,” said Brian Parker, chief
operating officer for MetaFarms. “We understand the ability for the industry to respond quickly and
effectively is crucial.”

If ASF, Foot-and-mouth disease (FMD), or Classical swine fever (CSF), is found in United States; regulatory
officials will limit the movement of animals to control the spread of these very contagious animal
diseases. According to industry estimates, ASF alone poses a potential $8 billion loss.
MetaFarms is working closely with the National Pork Board on their Secure Pork Supply (SPS) plan as well
as with state veterinarians and USDA to identify fields of required information. In the event of an FAD
outbreak, SecureReady is designed to assist the industry reinstate the movement of livestock.
“One of the benefits of using the MetaFarms platform is access to data. We track about 30% of the
industry’s finish pigs and more than one million sows through the MetaFarms Ag Platform,” said Parker.
“It only makes sense that we would work with our producers to get prepared to protect their business and
the industry we’re all heavily invested in.”
MetaFarms is refining a template to create a basic standardized version of SecureReady for producers not
currently using the platform and a biosecurity audit through its ASSURANCE module to help facilitate
operational preparedness.
Drs. Tim Loula and Paul Yeske of the Swine Vet Center in St. Peter, Minnesota recommend maintaining
accurate production records across your system with Premise identifications, animal inventory,
movements and biosecurity audits, through a platform like MetaFarms, which will be paramount in the
event an outbreak occurs.

Parker added, “We want to work with producers to ensure everything they need is being captured and
organized and they’ve got their records in order. This way they are well positioned to work with their state
vet and maintain business continuity.”

###

About MetaFarms, Inc.
MetaFarms, Inc., founded in 2000, is the leading information platform for agriculture headquartered in Burnsville,
Minnesota. The agtech company provides tools, benchmarking and services leveraging data to optimize production and
maximize profitability in the livestock industry. With innovation and expertise, MetaFarms provides insights into the multilevel performance of production through a suite of customer-centric programs to translate complex data sets to meaningful
metrics.
MetaFarms created the universal language for livestock performance powered by its MetaFarms Agriculture Platform (MAP)
now considered the industry standard. MetaFarms has grown into the industry leader for livestock production management
software services having insights into 40% of the US/Canadian swine population in addition to 50% of the swine population
in Australia.
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